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Overview of this workshop

• Welcome and overview
• A quick round of roleplay
• Reflection, questions, exchange
• The situation at Cals
• Second round of roleplay



You enter a room that were told you have a meeting 
in. You enter together, but you find it's empty and
abandoned. As you as you all enter the doors swing 
closed lock audibly. Then... silence...
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The situation at Cals

• Started out of a combination
of enthusiasm and Post-
Covid19 socializaction

• Attracted people through
word of mouth

• Advertising through English 
classes

• After-school haven
• LGBTQI+
• Neurodivergent + 

neurotypical gamers and
socializers

Over the years:

• Students have started autonomous

gaming groups

• Given each other support with

school stress

• Made a safe place to discuss

identity

• Taken owernship of their own

space

• Speak English as a default



The situation at Cals

Why do we do this?

• Because it's fun!

• But also
• Intensive English practice

• Teamwork and project-based learning

• 21st Century Skills

• Leadership

• Social development

• Citizenship/burgerschap

• "Real world" communication and

problem solving

• Safe place to practice and allow for

expression of identity

It's magical to see the transformation
after the first time attending.

Students that are the odd one out in 
their class can find a community here, 
leading to friendships outside of the
game club.



Students are 

welcomed into a 

safe, open and 

positive 

environment

Students are 

given a role and 

can participate 

quickly in a 

regulated space 

of play

Students 

reinforce 

the 

norms of 

the club

Students teach 

each other the 

rules of the 

games



What the students say
(note: the video was deleted to ensure students’privacy)



Student 
Testimonials



Roleplay round 2

• Create a character

• Switch groups

• Face the challenge (in 
character)

• (How are group 
dynamics influenced 
by the roleplaying 
element?)



Rounding off

How was the experience?

Questions?
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“This conception of inclusivity hinges on principles of 

social justice. Kelly and Brandes (2001) indicate that 

“within this pluralistic conception, the school is an 

important arena for the expression of diverse values 

and the teacher must assume the role of a 

nonpartisan referee, whose dominant interest is to 

ensure fair competition in the classroom marketplace 

of ideas” (p. 438). In addition, education in this form of 

inclusion recognizes the circling nature of power 

affecting various inequities (e.g., sexism, racism, 

heterosexism, homophobia, ablism, poverty) that 

shape the opportunity to access a socially just learning 

context (Brandes & Kelly, 2003; McDermott, 1987). 

Therefore, social justice pedagogy moves inclusive 

campaigns from specific identifiable groups toward the 

treatment of alterable ‘isms’ by acknowledging forms 

of discrimination through reframing inclusive discourse 

as a socially constructed condition.”
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